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Background
 Emergencies – typical features:

 imminent dangers and threats; temporary; insufficient 
information;

 need for rapid and effective government responses

 Responses – typical features: 
 accumulation of powers by the executive branch;

 adoption of rights-restricting measures

 Role of Judicial Review [JR] – compared to normal times

 But what about prolonged emergencies?
 Covid-19 exhibited all classic features of emergency, but 

turned out to be a prolonged emergency.

 Does the role of JR change in prolonged emergencies?



Our Argument- Roadmap
The Israeli Supreme Court exhibited changes in its review 
methods and adapted its role in exercising judicial review of 
Covid-19 control measures, throughout this prolonged crisis.

 First Period (February 2020-January 2021) :

 Covid-19 perceived as unprecedented grave danger=>

 markedly greater deference than regular times, and great 
judicial restraint in reviewing Covid-19 measures

 changes in usual balancing method; manifest reluctance to 
intervene in Covid-19 measures 

 But… not complete judicial passivity; instead: changed 
focus from substantive JR to ensuring structural separation-
of-powers safeguards



Our Argument- Roadmap
 Second Period (February 2021- ) : 

 Greater willingness to hold Covid-19 measures 
unconstitutional;

 Revival of substantive JR

 + evidence-based JR (demanding factual and scientific 
basis for infringement)

 But even in second stage, recurring themes:

 Still deference and unwillingness to second-guess medical 
judgement about necessity of measures (less than in first 
period, but still greater deference than regular times).

 Semi-procedural approach



First Period
Themes in the judgements’ rhetoric: 

1. Covid-19 as an exceptional and unprecedented 
situation, which entails fear from potential 
catastrophic consequences:

J. Amit: “We are standing in an unprecedented situation of fear of rapid 
spread of the Covid-19 pandemic at high rates, for all that it entails in 
terms of morbidity, mortality and the collapse of the health care system.”

J. Baron: “[T]he dangers inherent in the spread of this pandemic are 
immediate and palpable. This pandemic has already claimed the lives of 
tens of thousands of people around the world, and the number of sick 
and dead is still rising at a dizzying pace. In horror and fear we watch 
the collapse, one after another, of health systems in Western countries 
which do not meet the burden of the respiratory patients. Concern for 
the well-being of patients and anxiety about the fate of the country cross 
sectors and we are all partners in it.”



First Period
2. The unprecedented covid-19 situation leads to unprecedented 
legal situation:

J. Amit: “On the legal front, the pandemic leads us in unsown land, in 
legal and constitutional areas and paths which were not foreseen even by 
doomsayers. Basic constitutional rights… are dumb struck in the face of 
terms such as closure and quarantine, blockade, road blocks, location-
tracing of phones by the General Security Service, social distancing and 
more...”

3. Judicial Acceptance that  these exceptional circumstances 
justify constitutional infringements that would have been 
invalidated in normal times:

J. Amit: “In ordinary times, these measures would have been disqualified 
on site as manifestly illegal, but the days are not ordinary days”

J. Baron: “in routine times it would not have been possible to accept such 
a serious infringement of constitutional rights... But the days are ‘Corona 
days’”



First Period
Change in the judicial balancing test:

J. Amit: “In the horizontal balance between rights, this time,
against the infringement of freedoms and basic rights such as
freedom of movement, we place the right to life and the
integrity of the body, an uncommon situation in our legal
system. In this horizontal balance, the hand of the right to
life prevails.”

Change in the results of judicial decisions:

Manifest reluctance to second-guess the necessity of public
health interventions to control the pandemic, and to
invalidate Covid-19 measures



First Period
 BUT: Not complete abdication of judicial role or complete

judicial passivity. Rather, change in role: Instead of
substantive JR, JR that focuses on structural separation-of-
powers safeguards:

 Movement for Quality Government in Israel v Knesset: outgoing
Knesset Speaker’s “continued refusal to allow the Knesset plenum to
vote on the election of a permanent Speaker undermines the
foundations of the democratic process” and “clearly harms the status
of the Knesset as an independent branch of government,” “exceptional
cases in which the intervention of this Court is required in order to
prevent harm to our parliamentary system of government.”

 Ben Meir v Prime Minister: temporary order that would stay the
government’s decision to allow the GSS location tracking if
parliamentary committee in charge of supervising this measure would
not be formed; holding: measure may only be authorized by
parliament through (temporary) primary legislation



Second Period
Greater willingness to hold Covid-19 measures 
unconstitutional; Revival of substantive JR:

 Invalidated SGG location tracking due to infringement of 
right to privacy

 invalidated the regulation that limited demonstrations, 
due to the severe violation of freedom of demonstration 
and freedom of expression.

 Invalidated restrictions on leaving and entering Israel due 
to the severe violation the rights to enter and leave the 
country may be a condition for the practice of 
fundamental rights



Second Period
evidence-based JR (demanding factual and scientific 
basis for infringement):

“As is well known, any decision of an administrative 
authority, including a decision to enact secondary 
legislation, must be based on a sufficient factual basis. 
From the arguments heard before us, it became clear 
during the discussions that the government does not have 
any data on the number of citizens abroad seeking to return 
to Israel. This basic data, which could have illuminated the 
extent of the expected infringements, was not available to 
the government during the entire period in which the 
decisions were made and not even after the filing of the 
petitions and the holding of hearings on the petitions”



Second Period
evidence-based JR (demanding factual and scientific 
basis for infringement):

“It goes without saying that given the short and late period 
of time in which these data were collected, they do not 
present an accurate and exhaustive factual infrastructure, 
and in any case certainly do not cure the defect that initially 
occurred in the enactment process of the regulations of the 
absence of any factual infrastructure in this regard. The 
lack of such an infrastructure also emphasizes the degree of 
arbitrariness of setting the daily entry quota to 3,000 
passengers”



Second Period
 But even in second stage, continuing themes:

 Still deference and unwillingness to second-guess 
medical judgement about necessity of measures (less 
than in first period, but still greater deference than 
regular times):

 HCJ 5322/21 Matti Caspi v. Government of Israel :

 court analyzed the case and concluded that the outline of 
the "Green Pass" does not violate the principle of equality

 But also: judges are not doctors and therefore it is not their 
job to examine the professional judgment of the experts in 
the matter



Second Period
 + Semi-procedural approach:

 HCJ 5322/21 Matti Caspi v. Government of Israel – cnt:

 court is taking a restrained approach when it comes to 
secondary legislation, especially if the claims are on the 
content of the legislation rather than its enactment process

 petitioners did not exhaust the proceedings - the place of 
that hearing is in the Knesset Constitution Committee and 
not in court

 Conclusions



Thank You!


